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the number that is displayed is the port number that the laser cutter is connected to. this port number is important to lasercad because it defines the path the cut path that you will create will use to be sent to the cutter. by default, this path is created as
the first path on the one layer, layer 1. you can change this by double clicking the name of the connection. even though this is not required to create a cut path, sometimes you may want to attach a sticker, or other path. to create a new path, you are
prompted for a name. after naming your path and pressing ok, the path will be selected and you can create any path of any shape. the default cut path can be overwritten by the name of the connection. make sure that the desired connection is selected.
then select the laser cutter controller from the drop down menu. then set the type of cut path you want to use. by default, the pencil cut path is selected. when the cut path type is changed, the default setting of square are adjusted accordingly. if you
change the type to be circular, triangle, diamond, or freeform, square will no longer be the default option. to change the type back to square, simply change the type back to square. when the install is complete, you will need to open your program menu
and find the address of your nirvan.exe file. for example, it may be found under c:\program files\sharpnanda ote tutorials. right click on it and select run as administrator. nirvan will open and you will be prompted to change the path of the cutter. if you
have the option to either select the cutter or create a path from the menu, it is recommended to use the path option since it will adjust the path for you as you draw it.
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if you already have the box version of corelcad installed, then you will need to create an installation media (cd or usb key) before you can install the new software. (this is different than re-installing a previous version of corelcad. when installing corelcad,
you can use a previous iso file on the cd or usb key to create a new bootable installation dvd or usb stick.) i have a new hobby. this one is about making lego™ technic sets. i did this to learn more about technic™ parts and it has given me enough of an

appreciation for this hobby to be willing to start building with lego™ technic™ figures. as i entered my third year of university i was faced with the prospect of taking a'real' engineering degree. sure i had picked up a lot of the basic programming, cad etc
but i was lagging on the design side. in the past i had experimented with auto cad a bit, but never progressed past the simple line drawings, so going for an engineering degree was an exciting prospect. i would have a degree by the end of the summer
that i could use to enter into a professional workforce and it would provide me with a solid understanding of the profession. it took me quite a long time to work up the nerve to go with engineering and it was a risk, but one that i ultimately decided to
take. once i graduated, i decided to give myself a challenge and build a robot from scratch that could navigate the campus and clean up the carpets. i got started a few months before the start of my first year as a graduate student and used lego ®
technic technic™ parts. many of the pieces i had brought with me from my previous days with cad worked flawlessly out of the box and i used them to build my robot. once i got my robot working i expanded it into a mobile window cleaner for my

entranceway. now i am just in the process of building a semi truck that i can use to move large workbenches around the house to do repairs etc. i would love to add more technic™ pieces to the truck to make it more capable, but i will stop there for now.
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